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THE BEAR CONNECTION 

INTRODUCTION· 

Why teach The Bear Connection? What does this .cwTiculum offer? During my twenty-some 
years as a middle school academics teacher, I looked for materials that had the following 
characteristics: were of the highest quality; were worth learning; were relevant and appealing to 
students; were fun to teach and were teacher friendly; contained exciting, creative, varied, hands-on 
lessons; and met the school district's cuni.culum goals and the standards set by the state of 
Wisconsin. I aimed for those qualities when writjpg this material. 

This curriculum is the end result ofover 45 years ofbear watching, reading about bears, 
studying bears, teaching about bears, and hiking and camping in bear country. I have been 
impressed by them, frightened by them, and surprised to learn how much they are like us. Theyare 
such obvious indicators ofwilderness (or the lack thereof) that learning about them may make us 
expand our awareness to include and to better value our biological heritage. My feeling is that for 
those ofus who have the time, talent and means to help bears, wilderness, and ourselves, it's worth 
the effort that we may expend. 

The money needed for implementing this program is minimal . Most lessons require no 
additional materials beyond what is usually available in schools, and I have kept the purchase price 
of The Bear Connection low. 

The curriculum was written for middle school and upper elementary students, but can be 
used with other grade levels. Many lessons tend to be on the challenging side -- I decided to include 
more, rather than less, with the expectation that teachers will use the parts that are appropriate for 
their needs. The suggested procedures, the labs, the readings, etc., .can easily be changed or adapted. 
Most lessons focus on science; others focus on math, language arts, and social studies. The Bear 
Connection was designed so that individual lessons and groups oflessons can stand by themselves. 

The curriculum includes background material to enable teachers who are not biologists to 
easily teach this unit..The lessons are academically vigorous, with homework. Families will be 
involved with completion ofsome of the lessons. The types oflessons are varied, and include some 
lab work, research teams, computer usage and exploration, reading (individual, cooperative, and by 
teachers), report preparation and presentation, and community involvement. Emphasis has been 
placed upon teaching processes and skills ofcreative problem solving, and upon exploring attitudes 
and lifestyle choices. Many lessons lend themselves well to the three P's in science education: "Pose 
a Question, Problem Solve, and Persuade.'' 

Why bears? Everyone knows· something about them. Bear symbols are everywhere. And 
almost everyone has opinions and feelings about bears -- positive and/or negative. Bears are 
'glamorous' and exciting species; this inherent interest can be used as a springboard for some good 
basic learning. Bears ahd humans are both large, intelligent, dominant species -- we have much in 
common. People have had a long history ofcoexistence with bears; there is rich bear mythology and 
literature. There is much relevant and some cutting-edge biological research going on involving 
bears, some of which may eventually show human health benefits. Bears, especially grizzly brown 
bears, equal wilderness: they are keystone species. Several global environmental problems, such as 
exponential human population growth, changes in biodiversity and climate, and degradation and 
depletion ofnatural resources and natural habitat affect bears and, ofcourse, other species -
including humans. The study ofbears is a good tool for educating students about the workings of 
ecosystems, about what constitutes healthy ecosystems, and about their value. Issues involving 
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